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REGISTRATION DETAILS
SATRA IS REGISTERED UNDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Societies Registration Act. XXI of 1860.
No : RS/DAR/247/C/10 of 2002-03.
IT Act.1961 U/S 12A & 80G.
Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act.1976.
FCRA No : 020740039
PWD (People with disability) Act.
National Trust.
No: 210716131855007/MR/CP/AUTISM/MD
Employees Provident Fund
No : NEGHY/9388
TAN No : SHLS04922B
PAN : AAETS7554F.
Accredited with desirable norms by
Credibility Alliance.
New Delhi. Vide CA/20/2015
Awarded Assam Chief Minister best
community action award in 2007
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GENESIS OF SATRA
The birth of SATRA was in the year 2002.On 27th February 2002
Mrs.JyotiPrava Bora invited few social activists from different parts of
Assam her residence where it was decided to form an organization with a
view to work for greater interest of our socie-ty. Dr. Dineshbaishya, former
principal of B.Borooah College Guwahati is the man who named the
organization as Social Action For Appropriate Transformation And
Advancement in Rural as (SATRA). Mrs.JyotiProva Bora a young lady
started SATRA with its head office at Sipajhar and acts as the founder
chief functionary.Sri Nani Kr. Saikia guided the organization from the very
inception.

Vision, Mission and Objectives of SATRA
Vision:
To establish a progressive,peaceful and developed society based
on the values of equity,justice,trust,love,honesty,dignity and mutual help.

Mission:
To organize and empower the rural poor to promote development
as a liberating force for achieving social justice, economic growth and
self reliance.

Objectives:
To create a peaceful society for all without prejudice of
caste,creed,colour and religion where all the people can live unitedly and
harmoniously.
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FROM THE DESK OF CHAIRMAN
It is of outmost pleasure to write this column on completion of another
joyful year by SATRA. There have been numbers of initiatives in this year,
numbers of queries from funders and corporates for partnership. Although
it is apprehended that this sector is going to have funds constraint in the
coming days as many foreign funders are withdrawing or minimising
activities in India, we believe sustainability assured as long as we are
implementing our developmental work ethically, sincerely to achieve the
goal. This year Tdh Foundation Lausanne partnered SATRA for a post
flood response in 20 worst flood affected villages of Darrang district, through this programme
Tdh Foundation Lausanne entered in the region. Completed an 18 months programme on
livelihood, supported by ICCO (I), end line survey of which is completed and showing
encouraging outcome, the beneficiaries income increased by threefold, above that all the
farmers who even were not beneficiary adopted scientific application in livestock rearing.
Brahmaputra River Basin Resilience Building Programme is a programme on disaster risk
reduction supported by Oxfam (India) and the programme altogether completed 5 years,
the outcome in resilience building programme is not visible in short course of time but
even than there is outcome in terms of adaptation of sustainable livelihood, active village
level DRR committee, development of early warning system and improvement of water
sanitation and hygiene, under the programme we constructed 37 raised hand pump which
secure safe drinking water during flood and non-flood time, constructed 5 raised toilet and
one raised platform for shelter of human & livestock during flood. Community Mental Health
Programme is a programme supported by NRTT through Ashadeep, which benefited the
society as a whole, we worked on the stigma attached with mental health to pave the way
for seeking mental health care or treatment which other-wise a distant truth. As of now
874 patients are getting free regular treatment and medicine with liveli-hood support in
some cases. This programme would end in the month of June 2016 therefore for sustainability of the programme we are forming panchayat level mental health care committee
and strengthen them to carry on with advocacy and disseminate message of good practices
of mental health. A livelihood programme focussing sericulture is going on with the support
of SDTT in which 500 women got direct benefit and increased income by double, this
programme empowered women and gave financial independence. Many women are coming
forward and showing interest for mulberry rearing which we read as positive outcome. The
work for registration of producer company is going on and completed installation of mulberry
reeling machine also 25 women got training on reeling.
I thank all funders, donors, well-wishers and volunteers of SATRA for the dedication
and support and wish for continued association with all.
Once again thanking you all.
Dr. Prassana Kr. Nath
Chairman, SATRA.
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FROM THE DESK OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

On 31st December 2015 two major project was completed, a post
flood response project of three months’ duration supported by Tdh
foundation Lausanne. Another project of 18 months’ duration on
livelihood called “Peoples Institution for Livelihood Security in Assam”.
Supported by ICCO, was supposed to extend to another at least three
years but ICCO decided not to extend any project in India. We wanted
ICCO to engage third party for end line survey but ICCO was closing all
ongoing project, therefore we ourselves did the end line survey to assessed work done by our
team, success & failure. The Goatary farmer’s income increased by double, and for few farmers it
became the primary source of income and earning good amount of money and hence it helps the
family building Pacca House, Sanitary toilet and the overall living standard improved. Dairy farmer’s
income is slightly less than double but not bad, Pork market in this region was at its lowest point
during project time, therefore income not improved but in terms of qualitative outcome all the
farmers adopted scientific method of rearing and are keeping animal hygienically. Kitchen garden
may be term as failure, an opportunity for us to learn from failure. A strong suggestion from the
end line survey is that the intervention needed for some more time or an exclusively livelihood
project on scientific Goat rearing could have produce very good outcome. Another positive
outcome of the project from sustainability point of view is that the groups formed under the
project are very active and the members are participating in all activities of the group. Another
programme on Community Mental Health, supported by NRTT through Ashadeep will be completed
in the month of July 2016, we took initiatives for sustainability of the programme for which we
decided to form a Panchayat based mental health care committee and the members of the
committee will be given capacity building training to carry forward the components of the project,
evaluation in the last part of the programme suggest the long term intervention, History of many
patients is that before admitted in the project, they were admitted in reputed hospital but were
not improved and become normal in between six month and one year after admitted in the
project. The learning is that care giver counselling and support is most important after treatment
and medicine. We wish this programme continue and are trying to mobilize fund for the project.
We are working in partnership with Oxfam (India) on Disaster Risk Reduction, of which Water
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) is a major component on which we have good outcome.
Based on the learning from the above mention project details and queries from funders, donors
and corporates we decided to promote separate expert team of WASH, Livelihood, Mental Health,
Disability, DRR women and children.
For fund mobilization there are good and positive news for the sector in the North-East region as
many funders are moving from the south and west to the North-East specially the organization
working on Disaster women and child right issues. Although the relationship between corporates
or CSR has to mature and understand each other style of work for meaningful partnership there
have been numbers of queries from the corporates to work under CSR this year beside that many
funders are coming into the region to explore possibilities to work for the marginalized in the
society. We sincerely thank Tdh Foundation Lausanne for beginning their intervention in the
region with SATRA. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all our donors and partners
specially Oxfam (India), SRTT, NRTT and ICCO (I), Tdh foundation Lausanne, our volunteers, District
administration, all stakeholder and all our well-wisher. I wish SATRA get their support like always,
over the years to come.
Nani Kumar Saikia
Executive Director, SATRA,
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Community Mental Health Programme
Supported by NRTT through Ashadeep

Area Profile Project Description:

Community Mental Health Programme is on patients identification, Awareness on social
stigma & social role, understanding Mental Health, providing treatment, medicine,
patients & care givers counselling and advocacy with the Government for the treatment
with general health care. CMHP supported by NRTT Mumbai through Ashadeep, a
Guwahati based society on Mental Health. Area profile for the project is as followsSL NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

NAME OF THE PANCHAYAT
GHORABANDHA
SIPAJHAR
GARUKHUTI
TURAI
BYAS PARA
HAZARIKA PARA
DEBANANDA
BORDOULGURI
MAROI
BAZNA PATHAR
SANOA
LOKRAI
DIPILA
DUNI
PATHARIGHAT

NO’S OF VILLAGES
7
4
8
5
4
5
4
6
7
12
3
10
8
6
6

Project Objective:
To increase awareness on mental health and reduce stigma related to mental illness.

Dr. P Sarma in conversation with the
principal of Rajiv’s School.

Rajiv (Name Changed) Being admitted under
the programe
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To increase mental health services in partnership with Govt. and non Govt. institutes.
To increase ability of persons with mental illness to function in family, at work
place and society at large.
Project Goal:
The project goal is to ensure treatment of MI patient at Govt. hospital and enhance
skill and capacity of SATRA personnel in the field of mental health, so that SATRA
may continue its services in the field of mental health in rural areas.
ACTIVITY DONE DURING THIS PERIOD
Activity 1: LIOSONING & NETWORKING:

For sustainability of the programme it is important to work with the concern
Government Department. As of now the patients identified by our field worker or
by anybody and admitted under the programme are treated by the Psychiatrist of
Sipajhar PHC & FRU Hospital and the prescribed medicine is provided by us.
Appointment of Psychiatrist in Sipajhar PHC & FRU is the result of advocacy by
Ashadeep with the Government of Assam. We also share feedback with the concern
department where ever necessary. Advocacy for providing free medicine of mental
illness is regularly taken up at different level.

GP wise Patients detail’s
SL NO

NAME OF THE GAON IDENTIFIED PATIENT IN
PAN-CHYAT
NUMBERS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Sipajhar
Ghorabandha
Bardoulguri
Hazarikapara
Debananda
Garukhuti
Turai
Maroi
Lokrai
Byaspara
Sanowa
Patharighat

Total

76
121
97
83
101
83
60
44
100
53
110
50

1124
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Activity-3: Psychiatric Review:

Before the appointment of
the Psychiatrist in Sipajhar
PHC & FRU we used to
organize a review camp in
Sipajhar PHC & FRU every
month usually on the 2nd
Saturday of every month by
hiring a Psychiatrist and till
August 2015 , total no of
review camps numbered 34,
after the appointment of the
Psychiatrist by the Assam
Government now the
treatment is on regular basis.

Advocacy meeting in Youth Club, Mangaldai

Activity-4: Follow Up:

Patients follow up is the one of the important components of the programme as many
aspect of the illness depend upon the follow up. Interval of follow up depend upon the
severity of the illness for which we use color code for example the patient who are coded
with red our field worker have to visit him/her at least once in a week and issues of follow
up also normally depend upon the patient’s color code.
Activity 5 :Training programme organized by ASHADEEP.
Training
Programme for
Capacity Building
of NGO staff

Topics of the
training programme
Phycho-education
Counselling

No of Participants
10

Recovery patient on livelihood activity

Dates of training
1st and 2nd Octo-ber/2015

Patient Counselling by SATRA Worker

Case study Name:- Abdul Khalek, Age:- 46years, Spouse:- Mrs. Salema Begum, Age 39 years. Education:
- LP pass, Occupation: - Cultivation & Daily wages.
This patient was identified by our field worker. He has been suffering from last 14/15 years
9
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as part of treatment family members treated him by the people who practices superstitious
means to ward off evils. When our field worker found him, symptoms were sleeping
disorder means sleeping very little but extremely energetic, Unrealistic grandiose beliefs
about his abilities, talking so rapidly that others can’t keep up, racing thoughts; jumping
quickly from one idea to the next, highly distractible, unable to con-centrate.
He was identified & and brought him to Psychiatrist on 15th Feb 2014 and the psychiatrist
diagnose him as suffering from Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) which is a psychological
illness that involves severe mood swings. These mood swings take the form of depression
or mania and may last for several months at a time. His family history revels that one his
brother also suffers from Psycho-logical problem and was better after treatment under
our CMHP. Our Psychiatrist prescribed medicines and advice for care giver counseling &
next consultation in a month. As per physician advice we arrange for his wife’s counseling
for awareness on mental health, how to handle MI patients, on refusal to medicine what
technique she can use for regular medication and how to behave with the patients, the
problem she faced also addressed. We also ensured regular visit by our field worker. On
medication and proper care his condition improved within two weeks. Care giver was
asked to particularly to keep a regular sleep schedule for the patients, routine meal and
engage him in sort of physical activities.
Present Status: - He is better and taking regular medicine and consultation as & when
asked by the phy-sician. He has been given livelihood support of tread for knitting fish
net and is doing fine now he is also doing awareness campaign on his level in his village.
Now check up on two months interval
Discussion on exit policy of Community Mental Health programme
Community Mental Health Programme implementing by SATRA supported by NRTT through
Ashadeep, Guwahati, was commenced from July 2013 and to be concluded in June 2016.
A meeting held on 21st March at 11 AM in SATRA office to Discuss the exit policy of
Community Mental Health Programme. The meeting was attended by SATRA SMT & SATRA
mental health staff.
Discussion on the strategy to be adopted to ensure sustainability of the programme:Shri Nani kr Saikia ED, suggested that in the last three months of the programme we have
to promote a panchayat level institutes or group comprising patients, care giver & socially
responsible person. The purpose of the group would be to do advocacy with the Govt.
line department for various facilities extended to the patients including free medicine in
Sipajhar PHC & FRU. Advice new patients for treatment and provide information of
treatment.
Then with the selected members from each panchayat, an umbrella organization will be
formed in the block level. The objectives of this block level organization would be promote
mental health awareness, information on opportunity of treatment & linkage with Govt.
department. The group will be capable to provide information on mental health.
10
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Strategy:- All COs will organize one meeting in each panchayat within 20th April with care

giver, patients and socially responsible person who is capable to deliver. Discussion will be to
promote the institutes and objectives will be describe by the SATRA volunteer and a committee
will be formed. The committee will be given training & required hardware support.
With the representatives from the panchayat committee a block level group will be promoted.
The block level group shall coordinate with the panchayat level group and the local hospital or
district hospital. The promotion of block level group will be completed within 10th of April and
training and other thing will be completed within 20th of May 2016.
Activity 6: Awareness Generation ActivitiesSl
Date
Venue
Villages
No
/GP covered

1

11/02/2015

2

21/03/2015

3

29/04/2015

4

27/05/2015

5
6
7
8
9

16/10/15
28/10/20
29/10/20
15/12/20
19/12/2015

Nagaon hatimara
M.V School
Salmasutha LP
School,Hazarikapar
Barachuba luit
pariya high school
Singkuchi Bishnu
mandir Field
Dipila High school
Solpam M.E school
Turai Madrassa
Duni AASU office
SATRA Office

Observation

Resource
Persons and
Field Workers Involved

Dipila

40

PC,CO CMHP,

Hazari-kapara

58

PC,CO CMHP,

Deva-nanda

95

ED ,PC CO

Path-arighat

53

ED ,PC CO

Dipila
Lokrai
Turai
Duni
8 no’s g.p

200
51
41
85
20

PC,CO CMHP,
PC,CO CMHP,
ED ,PC CO
ED ,PC CO

Total
Methodology and topics covered

No of
Individuals
who
attended

643

Resource
material/
tools used
IEC,Leaflet
Used
IEC,Leaflet
Used
IEC,Leaflet
Used
IEC,Leaflet
Used
IEC,Leaflet
IEC,Leaflet
IEC,Leaflet
IEC,Leaflet
Used

Methodology-Interaction with the participants. TopicsWhat is mental health & illness, treatment about mental
illness, about social stigma, relapse on Mental illness.
People are become aware about mental health and its treat

Remarks

Mental Health Awareness Meting
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CAREGIVERS TRAINING PROGRAMMESL NO

DATE

VENUE

TOTAL PARTICI-PANTS

RESOURCE PERSON

1

06/ 02 / 15

office

38

ASHADEEP OFFICIAL

2

27/ 02 / 16

office

50

ASHADEEP OFFICIAL

3

23/04 / 15

office

35

ASHADEEP OFFICIAL

4

11/05 / 15

Kamalakuwariblock
mahasangha

84

SATRA OFFICIAL,
ASHADEEP OFFICIAL

5

12/ 10 / 15

office

27

SATRA OFFICIAL

6

11/ 12 / 15

office

17

ASHADEEP OFFICIAL

Total
251

Topics Covered: What is mental health & illness, treatment about mental illness,
about social stigma, relapse on Mental illness,support group formation,benefit for
support group,medicine dos,food care ,behavior with the patient,medicine side effect
etc.
Observation- The patients with sincere care giver are generally getting better quickly
and after care giver training it is observed that they are able to take care of their
patients, but still there are few care givers due to many reasons are not being able to
take proper care and the most obvious reason is liveli-hood activity and mostly the
bread earner is the care giver and irritating trouble by the patients.
Activity 8: Livelihood Generation Within this year we extended livelihood support to
69 patients.

CARE GIVERS
COUNSELLING
SATRA Official with
patient & care givers
at patient home
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Present Status of Not Enrolled patient-461
Purpose

Sl No No’s of not en-rolled patient
01

13

Nearest hospital Ghy

02

4

Absconding

03

9

Counselling

04

7

Death

05

36

No Care Givers

06

75

Lack of care givers support

07

13

Moved away

08

27

Not interest for treatment

09

14

Oldage

10

4

Other physical disease

11

50

Social stigma

12

209

Under treatment

Remarks

Minor Patient

TOTAL 461
Present Status of Not Enrolled patient-461
Challenges faced: Following are the collective problem we faced for CMHP.
1.
Social Stigma and believes attached to Mental health.
2.
Lack of awareness.
3.
Lack of Care Giver concern.
4.
Poverty or poor economic condition.
5.
Lack of social support.
6.
Negative social behavior towards patient like teasing or irritating him/her.
NESI Award 2015
The North East Social Impact Award is an initiative taken by North East Development
Foundation to celebrate, recognize and promote best practices and innovation in Social and
Community Development in the North East India. The NESI award 2015 recognition was
open for 10 categories. Community Mental Health Programme presented by SATRA emerged
as the winner of NESI award 2015 in Health category.
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BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER BASIN RESILIENCE BUILDING PROGRAMME
Supported by Oxfam (India)

Four key areas of intervention support the programme design:
Increasing community disaster preparedness through capacity and institution
building
Improving availability of safe water, sanitation facilities and improved hygiene
during floods
Increasing food security and reducing loss of livelihoods during floods.
Investing in advocacy to build collaborative linkages between key stakeholders
(community, government, partner NGOs) to ensure programme interventions are
relevant, representative, and sustainable
These interventions, will collectively, facilitate a fundamental shift among the disaster
affected popula-tion: from dependency on relief to proactive preparedness and
protection – all the while paying close attention to the interests of the most vulnerable
and marginalized groups in the community.
Phase I, targeted 20 villages of Darrang district: Phase II proposes to add an additional
10 villages in the existing programme area. In total, Phase II will enable 30 villages in
Darrang district (19749 men and women/3849 households) to increase their
resilience in addressing risks related to floods – and associated disasters - that
devastate the region (often several times a year).

School PHP
Project/Programme Background
The north east region of India is not new to the devastation brought about by floods.
Each year, the mighty Brah-maputra River traversing across the length of Assam causes
huge destruction and irreparable loss to the state’s economy which is largely agrarian
during monsoon season.
14
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Several areas –The districts of Darrang - are ranked as some of the most flood prone
districts in the State. There are highly vulnerable flood prone pockets with-in these
districts that are exposed to hydro-meteorological hazards, such as floods and erosion
and, since 2004, have faced severe catastrophic floods in 2004, 2007, 2011, 2012
and most recently in 2015. There is also a high presence of socially and economically
vulnerable communities in these districts.
Floods, flash floods, riverbank erosion, and sand casting (deposition of large amounts
of sand by flood water) are the most frequent water induced hazards in the eastern
Brahmaputra basin in Assam. The history of floods for the villagers in this region is also
the history of the erosion of the south bank of the Brahmaputra River. The combined
impact of floods and land erosion has resulted in some villages disappearing altogether
and migration of the displaced to new locations along the river.

Women participated cash for work activity

Cash for work awareness with the community

A predominantly agrarian region, vulnerability to floods is very high. Damage to crops and
loss of cultivable land is devastating. Immediate damage is visible on roads, shelters, homes.
High incidence of reduction in daily food intake has been reported with less than a third of
the total population having any reserves of food. Population displacement is widespread as
thousands of women, men and children are forced to move to higher ground such as
embankments and roads.
Flooding has inflicted the greatest harm to the communities in the district of Darrang.
Thousands of people, livestock and property are affected every year. Large tracts of land in
Darrang district are also affected severely by soil erosions. The consequences of these
disasters on lives, livelihoods, property and environment can last up to months, often eroding
hardwon assets of individuals, hindering human development. The poor and socially
disadvantaged groups face greater stress when managing the impact of natural disasters,
since they are the least equipped to cope with them. Without better economic options and
with continuous depletion of their assets, the poor are forced to live in vulnerable areas
prone to flooding and erosions or in shelters unable to withstanding long water logging or
strong winds. The situation aggravate during monsoon time every year.
15
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DISTRICT

PROJECT AREA

High population density; primarily agrarian and rural;
above average poverty; High flood hazard index;
chronically devastated by floods; significant soil
erosion; widespread loss of livelihood & assets;
Inadequate road infrastructure; poor emergency
preparation (power, communications

DARRANG

Selected Under Phase I & Phase II
Geographic spread: 1585 Km2 Population: 928,500.
Population Density: 586 / Km2 Overwhelming majority
of the population (95%) is rural. Workforce constitutes
32% of the population, of which 85% is engaged in
agriculture and allied activities Although primarily
agrarian, agricultural facilities (irrigation, credit, modern
technology are lacking. Recurring floods due to heavy
rainfall and frequent breaches in river embankments
(Brahmaputra and its tributaries) Despite close
proximity to the capital Dispur (Guwahati), the char
areas of Darrang are isolated from other regions during
the annual floods.

Approach
The Assam DRR programme (now the Brahmaputra River Basin Resilience
Building (BRBR) Programme began as a three year initiative in 2011 – in
partnership with SATRA (one of the four NGOs) in the highly floodprone district
of Darrang in Assam. Over its three year existence, the programme has seen
an increased empha Phase II of the Brahmaputra River Basin Resilience
Building (BRBR) Programme is a continuation of the previous phase - reflecting
improvement, consolidation and scale-up of its predecessor, through partnerships
and collaboration between communities, local NGO partners, government line
departments, and key stakeholders at all levels.
The state of Assam, located in the northeast region of the country is one of the
poorest and most hazard prone regions of India plagued by recurrent natural
disasters: earthquakes, storms, landslides, and (especially) floods. The issues
of poverty and disaster are closely linked in this region with most rural communities
struggling to recover from the risks and chronic devastation brought on by
floods.

16
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Key elements of the BRBRB programme strategy:
Focus on building resilience at the individual, household, and community levels because
this is where impact is ultimately felt.
Community mobilisation – Engage partner NGOs to orient the communities to the
programme’s objectives and bring them to the point of readiness for full participation in
the project;
Participatory Planning – Use ‘bottom up’ planning techniques such as PRA, to allowing
communities to formulate their own risk reduction and village preparedness, Community
Action Plans;
Community Institution Building – Develop community capacity to manage the
implementation of its DRR plan; with special focus on disaster preparedness;
Participatory Monitoring and Review – Assist communities to evaluate their own
performance, analyse their strengths and weaknesses and take remedial action;
Build expertise within the partner organization on disaster risk reduction and resilience
building and management systems
Evolve institutional arrangements at the block and district or state level, and establish
linkages with government line departments;
Enable Village Cluster Organizations (CBOS) to liasise with district authorities and advocate
for government support to villages during emergencies and for their preparedness;
Optimize flood free rabi season to commensurate for Kharif loss so that minimum food
security at the village level is ensured.
Increase the formation of CBOs (WASH user groups, disaster management groups) to
cover all persons and thereby increase the participation level and critical mass of the
project.
Organise and planning cluster trainings with the cluster organizations CBOS.
Geographic & Demographic detail
Direct Beneficiaries*
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Phase II of the Brahmaputra River Basin Resilience Building (BRBR) Programme is
a continuation of the previous phase - reflecting improvement, consolidation and
scale-up of its predecessor, through partnerships and collaboration between
communities, local NGO partners, government line departments, and key
stakeholders at all levels.
It includes a strong component of Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) and
18
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recognises the importance of sustainability through capacity building in disaster
preparedness at the community, partner and government levels. The objective is to
ensure ownership of approach and process, thus contributing towards sustainability.
Linkages with the other similar programmes, government departments of agriculture,
public health engineering department, will contribute towards engendering
awareness, coordination and networking between key stakeholders to ensure that
the widening implementation gap in the last mile is addressed in the programme.
The programme strategy draws on Oxfam India’s Theory of Change (for Humanitarian
and Disaster Risk Reduction work. Under this approach, the programme addresses
multiple, key areas impacting the primarily rural, poor, and agrarian communities
living within the selected programme area – including the issue of food and livelihood
security. The strategy believes that to enable sustainable and effective community
resilience against chronic disasters devastating the programme area, it needs to
address several interrelated – key – issues which will, synergistically, cohere to attain
the programme goal.
Celebration of National DRR Day.
The national Day for Disaster Risk Reduction is a day to celebrate how people and
communities are reducing their exposure to disasters and rais-ing awareness about
the importance of DRR. SATRA in Collaboration with Oxfam (I) celebrated International
Disaster Risk Reduction Day on 29th October at Cherang, one of the most vulnerable
area under the BRBRBP project area, Highlighting the theme of 2015 Intenational
DRR day “use of traditional, indigenous and local knowledge”. The women of Pachim
Cherang DRR committee demonstrated the portable Chula making & making of fire
sticks for cooking purpose using cow dung, dry jute sticks and husk, easy for storage
& easy to use for cooking during flood. Also a demonstration of making stilts house
or Chang Ghar, the height of which can be keep raising according to the level of
flood water by the members of Pachim Cherang DRR committee.

MOCK DRILL ON THE OCCASION OF NATIONAL DISASTER DAY
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INTENSIFICATION OF SERICULTURE AND PROMOTION OF SILK
PRODUCER COMPANY IN DARRANG DISTRICT
Noticeable changes between the scenario of sericulture in the area before and after SATRA
intervene, in terms of earning, leave production, cocoon production, quality of yarn etc.
Formation of small group of five women was a good strategy and would help us in many
dimensions to achieve our goal.
Promotion of weavers group would add value to the existing practice.
Need for product diversification to expand the activity.
Market linkage for justified price.

3b. Project Design and implementation:
It was designed to motivate the mulberry farmers through various awareness and training
programs as follows:
From March .2015 to Feb 2016 Farmer mobilization, Group formation, then cluster formation,
Farmersmotivation, Skill upgradation
Productivity increases at various level i.e leaf production increase, mortality decreases,
increase cocoons productivity, Quality improvement of the yarn. Activity done during the
year.
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3 c. Project Outputs and Dissemination
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SATRA inaugurated SATRA reeling center on 25th of November 2015. A 6 basin reeling
machine was installed. It was a demand from our beneficiary under the project
Intensification of Sericulture and promotion of producer Company in Darrang District,
Supported by SDTT through CMLi Guwahati. Women of this area used to reel the yarn
manually or using traditional method therefore the yarn they produce was irregular and
unable to fetch good price and attract potential buyer. Machine produce yarn is expected
to benefit our beneficiary.

Reeling Machine and reeling training

Input Support to the beneficiaries
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Project Management Section

A skilled project team selected for the smooth running of the project as follows :
Project Director
:
Project Coordinator :
Community Mobilizer :
Total

1
1
3
5

We formed four cluster group and we manage the project through the grouped we formed.
Because of these groups it helps us in executing the programme, easy to motivate, helps
in setting marketing strategy as well as to achieved producer companies goal.
Impact :
SATRA has been working in the field of sericulture since 2006. As rearing mulberry is a
traditional activity for the people of this area, it was a challenge for us to motivate people
to adopt scientific application, but now farmers are adopting scientific method and
application. Farmers are applying manure and treatment to the plant as and when required.
Awareness on scientific method of mulberry farming raised significantly. When we
intervened it was not a cash attractive farming for the farmers but now it is one of the best
subsidiary source of income for 500 families we are supporting and many more who are
not getting support also. Women are enthusiast about the idea of Producer Company and
huge number of women taking part in the meetings to promote Producer Company so this
project is also helping in women empowering.

Overall Assessment:
The project activities are going on as per activity plan set by SATRA. Farmers response are
good. We have also able to get full cooperation from Central Silk Board as well as state
sericulture department. Farmers realized that unless scientific knowledge getting more
income is difficult. So all the identified farmers are taking part in all our programmes and
showed interest for better farming of mulberry.It is a good medium to address the issue of
women empowerment, inequality and poverty elevation.
Recommendations:
Part of Darrang district could be a Silk hub, if we can extent the support to around 5000
women.
Arrange buyer seller meet to completely abolish middle man in the marketing system.
Need of more reeling & stifling machine as the one we installed is not enough to cover the
cocoon produce by our farmers.
Need support in the next phase to promote a brand of mulberry yarn of Darrang district for
sustainability of the project objectives.
To extend the end product from yarn to cloth by promoting weavers group.
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HUMAMITARIAN RESPONSE FOR THE FLOOD AFFECTED FAMILIES OF MANGALDAI & SIPJHAR
BLOCK OF DARRANG DISTRICT IN ASSAM.- Implemented by SATRA in collaboration with Tdh.

Tdh foundation partnered SATRA for post flood response to address immediate relief
needs, early WASH and livelihood recovery for floodaffected households in the Sipajhar
& Mangaldoi blocks of Darrang District. from 1st Oct to 31st Dec2015.

Shri Nani Kr Saikia ED , SATRA & Willy Bergogne Country representative Tdh after signing
the Cooperative Agreement.

A brief report :1. Unconditional cash transfer: 7 Tin pat & Rs 2500 to 100 beneficiary.
2. Veterinary camps: Organized 11 veterinary camp,6831 cattle. Covered
3. Education kits for children: 1 School bag, 5 copies, 2 pencils, 1 pencil box, 1 eraser
& 1 sharpener to 840 children.
4. Hygiene kits: 1 bucket, 1 mug, 30 water purification tabs, Soap-4, washing shop 3,
200gm Deter-gent powder, & 2 mosquito nets to 840 households.
5. Disinfection of community hand pumps: 208 Hand Pumps disinfected.
6. Restoration of community hand pumps with raised platform: 2 new Hand Pumps
installed with raised platform & 3 Hand Pumps restored
7. Mass awareness campaigns - WASH issues in communities (hand washing with
special focus on stu-dents, caregivers and food preparers in schools and AWCs):
Covered 1789 people beside beneficiaries of UCT and Hygiene kits.
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Celebration of Global Handwashing Day,15th Oct”2105.
First Global Handwashing Day took place on
15 October 2008. The date was appointed
by the UN General Assembly. GHD is a
global advocacy day dedicated to increasing
awareness and understanding about the
importance of handwashing with soap as an
effective and affordable way to prevent
diseases and save lives.
Children suffer disproportionately from
diarrheal diseases – with more than 3.5
million children under five dying every year
from diarrhoea and pneumonia-related
diseases. The simple act of washing hands
with soap can reduce the incidence of diarrhoea rates among children under five by
almost 50 per cent, and respiratory infections by nearly 25 percent.

SATRA in collaboration with Terre des hommes celebrated Global hand
Washing Day.
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Awareness Meeting, Staff Capacity building Programme,Hand Pump Chlorination, Hy-giene
Kit Distribution, Livestock Vaccination Camp
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PEOPLES INSTITUTION FOR LIVELIHOOD SECURITY IN ASSAM - Supported
by ICCO.

Peoples institutes for livelihood security in Assam was a time bound project for 18
months supported by ICCO & the project ended on 31st December 2015. Sustainable
livelihood for the small & marginalized farmers was the objective of the project. As it
was a short term project we emphasized and focused on changing people’s mindset
and change rearing practice.

Narrative report:

The major intervention in operational areas & activities conducted during the reporting period are mentioned below.

Training on formation of CLF
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Achievement & learning:

Achievements : Almost all the farmers, specially dairy,piggery and goatary are adopting
scien-tific method,increased milk productivity, reduce diseases of dairy,goatary and
piggery, farmers are organised, linkage with line department, farmers income level
increased.

Learning :

Normally it is very difficult to change the traditional thinking of the farmers. In this
project al-most all the farmers are accepting the scientific method and whatever teaches
in the training, because of input support .

Improved cattle rearing practice
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RTI CAMPAIGN:
In the initial years of SATRAthe RTI movement was at its peak and SATRAsupported
the movement then the act enacted in the year 2005. In the initial years of RTI SATRA
campaign in all over Assam. Rights & entitlement is a major thematic area of SATRA.
So RTI Campaign and awareness is regular programme of SATRA. We conduct workshop filling RTI Application and follow up procedure.
WORK FOR DIFFERENTLYABLE PEOPLE:
SATRAin collaboration with Sishu Sarathi consucted two workshop with differently
able people in SATRA office premise on livelihood, awareness on special government scheme & linkage with financial institutes. Guidance for obtaining disability
certificate from the concern authority is a regular programme of SATRA.
ENVIRONMENT:
Pollution and global warming are now the global threat so with the global society we
campaign for pollution free environment, promote organic cultivation and organize
awareness programme. In collaboration with Assam Science Society we observed
World Environment Day on 5th June every year and organize various programme to
motivate people totake positive environmental action to protect nature and the planet
Earth.
CANCERAWARENESS:
Highest number of cancer patients visit B.Baruah cancer institute in Guwahati from
Darrang district. SATRA regularly conduct Awareness and special health check-up
camp. We trained 56 women on symptoms and prevention method of breast cancer
so that they can disseminate the message.
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Name and address of SATRA Board Members :
Sl.No

Name

Designation

Qualification

Occupation

1

Dr.Prasanna Nath

Chairman

MA, Phd

Associate Professor
Sipajhar College

2

Dr.Bazrul Islam

Board Member

B.V.Sc

Vety. Surgeon

3

Mrs.Purnima Bora

Board Member

MA B.Ed

Subject Teacher,
Kamrup Academy
HS School

4

Mrs.Jyotiprova Bora

Board Member

BA,B.Ed

Assistt. Teacher
Bordoulguri ME School

4

Dr.Dhrubajyoti Saharia

Board Member

MAP.hd

Associate Professor
Geography Department
Gauhati University

5

Sri Kamal Bhatta

Board Member

B.Sc,LLB

Advocate,
Guwahati High Court

6

Dr.Arup Kr. Nath

Board Member

MA,P.hd

Associate Professor,
English Department,
Tezpur Central University

7

Mrs.BhaktiDeveeSaharia

Board Member

MA

Subject Teacher, Paschim
Rangamati HS School

8

Mrs.Olee Bora

Board Member

MA,MBA

General Manager,
NEDFi, Guwahati

9

Sri Kulen Deka

Board Member

B.Sc(Agri)
Officer

Agriculture Development

10

Mrs.Binita Saharia

Board Member

MA,B.Ed

College Teacher

11

Sri Nani Kr. Saikia

Secretary
cum ED

B.Sc

ED,SATRA
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SATRA Staff pattern :
Type of Staff
Full time
Part Time
Contractractual
Consultant

Male
39
Nil
1
1(CA)

Female
7
Nil
Nil
Nil

Total
46
Nil
1
1

Distribution of staff according to salary level for all staff:
Slab of gross monthly salary
plus benefit paid to staff
<5000
5001-10000
10001-25000
25001-50000
Total

Male

Female

Total

9
20
8
1
38

3
3
2
Nil
8

12
23
10
1
46

The Salary and benefit of the NGO head, the highest paid staff member and
lowest paid staff member in 2015-16
Head of the Organization: Nani Kr. Saikia,
Director (Programme)
Lowest Paid :Office cleaner

Rs.480000/
Rs.44000/

RemunerationpaidtoExecutiveCommittee(Boardmember)duringtheyear2015-16
Sl.No
Name
Amount
1
Dr.Prasanna Nath
Nil
2
Dr.Bazrul Islam
Nil
3
Mrs.Purnima Bora
Nil
4
Mrs.Jyotiprova Bora
Nil
5
Dr.Dhrubajyoti Saharia
Nil
6
Sri Kamal Bhatta
Nil
7
Dr.Arup Kr. Nath
Nil
8
Mrs.Bhaki Devee Saharia
Nil
9
Mrs.Olee Bora
Nil
10
Sri Kulen Deka
Nil
11
Mrs.Binita Saharia
Nil
12
Sri Nani Kr. Saikia
480000/
Note: Remuneration paid to Nani Kr. Saikia towards his full time involvement as
Director (Programme)
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AUDIT REPORT
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AUDIT REPORT
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